HYDROHEATER
Instantaneous Hot Water For Pressure Washers

Model HH-G

HYDROHEATER - Model HH-G is a Natural Gas fired system that turns any cold water pressure washer into a hot water pressure washer. Systems provide versatility to operate with any pressure washer up to 4,000PSI.

Standard Features
- 115VAC, Auto Ignition
- High Limit Temperature Switch, 225°F

Options

Trim Options
- Painted
- Stainless Steel

Temperature Control
- Thermostat, Adjustable.85-250°F, Rotary Switch

Flow & Pressure
- 2GPM, up to 4,000PSI
- 3 to 4GPM, up to 4,000PSI
- 5GPM, up to 4,000PSI
- 7 to 10GPM, up to 2,000PSI

Gauge Options
- Pressure Gauge, Pipe Mounted
- Temperature Gauge

Exhaust
- Draft Diverter
- Power Vent

Specifications
(Example) Standard 3-5GPM Models
Dimensions: 21” L X 21” W X 51” H
Weight: 550 LBS

1. Specifications are effective 2020. 2. Specifications are subject to change without notice